JAMES
ROSENQUIST:
F-111
James Rosenquist designed the eighty-six-foot-long F-111 to wrap around the four walls
of the Leo Castelli Gallery, at 4 East Seventy-Seventh Street in Manhattan. He began the
painting in 1964, in the middle of a turbulent decade marked by the escalating Vietnam
War. Funded by citizens’ tax dollars, the F-111 fighter-bomber plane was being developed
as the USA’s newest, most technologically advanced weapon. Rather than celebrate its
military might, Rosenquist used the plane as a symbol of the economic implications of
war. As it flies “through the flak of consumer society,” he later explained, the jet’s sharply
pointed fuselage pierces superimposed images of commercial products and references to
war, such as the bullet-shaped hair dryer floating above a young girl’s head and the
atomic mushroom cloud frozen behind a beach umbrella. Through its expansive network
of colliding visual motifs, unfolding across twenty-three panels, F-111 questions what the
artist has described as “the collusion between the Vietnam death machine, consumerism,
the media, and advertising.” Its jumps of scale, surprising juxtapositions of fragments
of imagery, and vivid palette exemplify Rosenquist’s singular contribution to Pop art in
the United States.

F-111 is presented here as it was first exhibited at the Castelli Gallery in 1965, now also
alongside a group of collages the artist made in preparation for this monumental
composition. Rosenquist was well acquainted with painting on this immense scale: before
becoming an artist he had earned a living as a billboard painter in New York City. Interested
in the phenomenon of peripheral vision, Rosenquist wanted the painting to create an
immersive environment that would heighten the viewer’s awareness of his or her own
position in space. He cited artistic precedents for this ambition in works such as Claude
Monet’s Water Lilies and the large horizontal paintings by Abstract Expressionist artists
Jackson Pollock and Barnett Newman.
The installation is made possible by BNP Paribas.

